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A PARALLELIZATION BASED DATA MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
FOR PERVASIVE IOT APPLICATIONS
SANIYA ZAHOOR, ROOHIE NAAZ MIR∗
Abstract. Pervasive Internet of Things (IoT) is a research paradigm that has attracted considerable attention nowadays. The
main aim of pervasive IoT is that in the future, the everyday objects (devices) would be accessible, sensed, and interconnected
inside the global structure of the Internet. But in most of the pervasive IoT applications, the resources of an IoT device such as
storage, processing, and energy are limited; as such there is a need for management of resources in such applications. Multiple
aspects related to the data such as the type of data, size of data, number of transmission and reception of data packets, the
structure of data, etc are taken into consideration while managing the resources of pervasive IoT applications. Therefore data
management is essential for the management of limited resources in such applications. This paper presents the recent studies
and related information in data management for pervasive IoT applications having limited resources. This paper also proposes
a parallelization based data management framework for resource-constrained pervasive applications of IoT. The comparison of
the proposed framework is done with the sequential approach through simulations and empirical data analysis. The results show
an improvement in energy, processing, and storage requirements for the processing of data on the IoT device in the proposed
framework as compared to the sequential approach.
Key words: Internet of Things, Resource-constraints, Security, Tiny encryption, Data aggregation, Parallelization
AMS subject classifications. 68M11

1. Introduction. Pervasive Internet of Things is the evolution of the Internet designed to sense, collect,
analyze, and distribute the data via smart, programmable, light-weight, miniaturized IoT devices (nodes). The
main goal of pervasive IoT is to form the network of day-to-day life objects and make them programmable using
wireless and sensor technologies [1]. The pervasiveness of IoT eases everyday activities such as data exchange
by devices while sensing and reacting to events. There are numerous applications of pervasive IoT that come
from different sectors such as healthcare, agriculture, homes, oﬀices, waste management, transport, weather
monitoring, water supply, etc. But in most of these applications, resources such as storage, processing, and
energy are constrained [4]. These resource constraints impact the software design at various levels e.g., the lack
of suﬀicient hardware features facilities the design of small memory footprints. The hardware constraints also
impact the design of many protocols and algorithms e.g., data aggregation algorithms executed in resourceconstrained IoT networks. It also prohibits the integration of many desirable components such as GPS receiver
on the IoT devices.
Due to the resource-constrained nature of pervasive applications, there are restrictions on the type of data
processing algorithms that run on an IoT device. Various lightweight data processing algorithms are used on
the IoT node as the feasible solution in such scenarios [3]. But as the size of data increases, even implementing
a lightweight algorithm on IoT node adds resource overheads. Therefore, the data is an essential factor that
imposes restrictions on the use of resources in IoT nodes of pervasive applications [4]. Multiple aspects related
data are taken into consideration while managing resources of an IoT device and these include the size of data,
type of data, the structure of data, number of transmission and reception of data packets, aggregation of data,
duration of data storage, etc. Therefore, data management becomes necessary to manage resources in these
environments.
There have been recent studies in data management solutions for the management of resources in such
applications through data aggregation mechanisms [5], data storage solutions [6], virtualization techniques [7],
architecture-based solutions [8], lightweight data security approaches [9], and data parallelization approaches
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[10]. However, most of the work has been reported in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and lacks comprehensive
experimental evaluations. There has been little work in Internet of Things, as such efforts are required to design
a data management solution for pervasive IoT. This paper proposes a parallelization based data management
framework to minimize resource overheads on the individual IoT nodes in pervasive IoT applications. The
comparative analysis of resource consumption is drawn at the node level for the proposed framework with
respect to the sequential approach [11] through simulations and empirical data analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as: Section 2 presents the literature survey, Section 3 discusses proposed
data management framework, Section 4 gives experimental and evaluation details, Section 5 presents the results
and discussions, and section 6 gives conclusions.
2. Literature Survey. Due to the resource-constrained nature of IoT devices, pervasive IoT faces great
challenges of data management in terms of storing, processing, and communicating the data [4]. Traditionally,
data management is related to the data lifecycle requirement of a system. In the context of IoT, data management serves as a layer between the devices generating the data and the applications utilizing the data for
analysis [12]. In our context, data management in pervasive IoT is visualized as the deployed algorithm, protocol, architecture, or framework that primarily focuses on managing limited resources of IoT devices through the
proper management of data. There has been significant research in data management for pervasive applications
through data aggregation mechanisms, data storage solutions, data management models, virtualization techniques, architecture-based solutions, lightweight data security approaches, and data parallelization approaches
as discussed below.
2.1. Data Aggregation Mechanisms. One of the widely used and recognized techniques for data management in most of the pervasive IoT applications is data aggregation. Few comparative studies have been
carried out in data aggregation for optimization of resources such as network lifetime, processing, storage, data
redundancy, reliability, latency, etc [13]. The possible mechanisms for data aggregation include centralized,
cluster-based, and tree-based. In centralized data aggregation, a central node aggregates the data from each
IoT node [14]. The work in [15] presents a centralized data aggregation approach that addresses scalability and
heterogeneity issues but the limitation of the work is the single point of failure. In cluster-based data aggregation, a cluster head is selected in each cluster to reduce the data traﬀic in the network. Considerable work in
this includes Chinese remainder based theorem [16], cross-layer data aggregation [17], low resource cost data
aggregation [18], etc. In tree-based data aggregation, the intermediate nodes perform the aggregation of data.
Considerable work in this includes energy-eﬀicient tree approach [19][20], tree-based data aggregation approach
to balance the energy and network load [21], etc. However, most of the work in IoT data management through
data aggregation has been reported in WSNs and lacks a comprehensive performance evaluation framework.
2.2. Data Storage Solutions. In pervasive IoT applications, IoT devices generate data rapidly, as such,
it becomes necessary to store the data eﬀiciently. Further, the heterogeneity of IoT data collected from different
sources necessitates the need for eﬀicient data storage solutions ready to deal with heterogeneous IoT data.
To address such problems, various data storage solutions have been proposed that allow eﬀicient storage ad
integration of heterogeneous data viz., structured, and unstructured data [6]. Several aspects are taken into
consideration for data storage solutions and these include the type of data, location of data, duration of
storage, etc. Several data storage schemes that help in management of resources include data-centric storage
[22], provenance-aware storage [23], real-time databases [24], centralized storage [25][26], etc.
2.3. Architecture based solutions. Depending on the specific requirements and design constraints of
applications, the architecture of IoT varies from one application to another. Based on the available study,
IoT architectures have been classified into centralized, distributed, and service-oriented architectures. The
centralized architectures are one of the most widespread models for data management in IoT applications
having limited resources. In this, the sensed data from the IoT devices are transferred to a single central
device (or location), which combines, processes and presents the information to the end-users. The work in [7]
presents a centralized scheduling method, 6TiScH in which the amount of resource consumption is modeled using
historical information about resource consumption. The work in [27] also presents a centralized architecture,
based on web resources, to decouple the domain of heterogeneous devices from the application development.
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But these approaches fail to guarantee scalability and interoperability among devices of different application
domains.
To overcome the disadvantages of centralized architectures, the distributive IoT architectures have been
introduced. The distributive IoT architectures provide services at the node level and at the network level by
the collaboration of nodes and users to achieve a common goal. One of the disadvantages encountered in this
approach is a security breach that occurs due to device mobility and network heterogeneity [28]. To overcome
this in pervasive and distributive IoT, few studies introduce master key for entity authentication [29] [30] [31].
Another disadvantage of distributive IoT architecture is excessive energy consumption and to overcome this,
the work in [32] presents a decentralized scheduling approach based on Proportional, Integral, and Derivation
algorithm that operates dynamically and controls the data traﬀic in the network to reduce the unnecessary
consumption of energy.
The Service-Oriented architecture (SOA) is a distributive architecture of autonomous services executing
on nodes with different service providers. SOA enables the decomposition of large networks into well-defined
IoT networks in which nodes execute an arbitrary number of services and exchange information among them
without human intervention [33]. Considerable work has been carried out in Service-Oriented Architectures
for WSN and IoT applications. These include OASIS Reference Model for Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA-RM) [34], a Web Service Middleware for Ambient Intelligence (aWESoME) [35], Knowledge-Aware and
Service-Oriented architecture (KASO) [36], micro-subscription management system (mSMS) [37] , etc. SOA is
considered applicable for IoT environments but there are many challenges such as security, limited resources,
etc that need to be taken care of while adopting SOA into the IoT environment [38].
2.4. Virtualization Techniques. IoT environment consists of a huge number of IoT devices that produce
data of variety in type, size, and formation, and this imposes great challenge of data management in pervasive
applications. Virtualization techniques can eﬀiciently handle this complexity in data. In pervasive IoT, the
trend is to introduce virtualized environments at the node level or the network level. At the node level,
multiple applications run their tasks concurrently on an individual IoT node Considerable work in this includes
the container-based virtualization used on IoT devices for creation and initiation of virtualized instances [39],
docker containerization used on Edge platforms to improve the manageability of resources and services [40],
light-weight virtualization for IoT gateways that provides better IoT services [41], container Edge-cloud PaaS
architecture that minimizes the consumption of energy [42], etc. However, it considers only a limited number
of Raspberry Pi boards for performance evaluation and lacks comprehensive energy and power evaluations. On
the other hand, the network-level virtualization creates a Virtual Sensor Network (VSN) containing a subset of
sensor nodes that performs a given task, while other sensor nodes remain reserved for other tasks e.g. the Radio
Access Network (RAN) virtualization that dynamically provides an isolated network in IoT [43], Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) network virtualization using hypervisor software [44], etc.
2.5. Lightweight Data Security Approaches. Enabling data security in pervasive IoT is a challenging
task due to the resource limitations [45]. Several data management strategies are used for optimizing the
performance of security algorithms at hardware and software levels [46][47], but only a few are implemented
in resource-constrained IoT networks. Recently, there has been a huge demand for lightweight authentication
and encryption for securing resource-constrained IoT devices. These lightweight algorithms aim to balance
security and resource costs to achieve privacy and performance advantages in IoT [48][49][50]. Due to their low
processing power, limited battery life, small size, and small memory, the lightweight data security algorithms
are considered eﬀicient for securing resource-constrained devices in pervasive IoT applications [51][52][53].
Several lightweight two-factor user authentication schemes have been proposed for WSNs, but such schemes
seem vulnerable to several attacks such as replay, denial of service, etc. Few lightweight security schemes, based
on the computation of hashing function, have also been proposed for WSNs [54][55] but the work is vulnerable
to several attacks (e.g., login identity attack). Various schemes such as password-based user authentication,
mutual authentication, etc have also been proposed but these fail to satisfy mutual authentication between the
base station and the sensor node [56]. To address such issues, the work in [57] proposes a lightweight protocol
to secure IoT devices via portal controllers; the proposed protocol preserves the privacy of communications;
however, it generates an overhead regarding the number of messages exchanged among IoT devices.
Predominant research is done on lightweight key management protocols for IoT devices that guarantee data
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confidentiality and constrained node authentication during data transmission along the channel; the limitation
of the work is that the security protocol does not specify resource overheads in IoT environments [58]. The work
in [59] proposes a similar lightweight security framework for resource-constrained smart objects but the proposed
framework was not integrated into the resource-constrained IoT environments to evaluate its suitability. The
work in [60] presents a lightweight authentication protocol to enable security on computationally constrained
RFID tags; the proposed protocol guarantees minimum computation overhead with better authentication among
RFID tags. To address the security and privacy concerns in constrained IoT environments, SecKit, a security
toolkit has been proposed [61]; the drawbacks of this approach is it does not provide information on how to
deploy security and privacy solutions for devices operating in a dynamic IoT environment.
There has been also tremendous research on lightweight data security schemes based on attribute encryption
[62][63][64]. The work in [62] proposes a lightweight Attribute-Based Encryption scheme that decreases the
resource overhead in terms of computation and communication of IoT environments. The work in [63] presents
a similar attribute-based encryption scheme that ensures a trade-off between computation and storage capacity
of constrained devices. The work in [64] discusses a similar lightweight attribute-based encryption scheme
for heterogeneous IoT applications with a disadvantage of high bandwidth consumption. Therefore, security
in such environments is a serious issue because of resource constraints in IoT devices and networks; also the
number of attacks is a bit higher [65]. The existing security techniques do provide a basis for privacy and
security, but these techniques cannot be used in resource-constrained IoT without modifications [66].
2.6. Data Parallelization Approaches. There has been considerable research in data parallelization
for eﬀicient management of limited resources. Several serial approaches are being used for analyzing small data
sets but it results in increased resource overheads especially storage and processing [10]. To address this, data
parallelization approaches are being used that harness multiple processing units to solve this problem wherein
multiple processing units execute the computation simultaneously to reduce computing time [67].
In IoT applications, which follow in-network processing IoT architectures, the individual IoT nodes are
overloaded due to the size of data [68]. To address this, parallel approaches are being widely used in many IoT
applications such as medical imaging, bio-informatics, graph mining, etc. The work in [69] presents a parallel
computing framework to integrate diverse computing resources for manufacturing IoT applications. The work
in [70] proposes a similar framework that uses the cloud to optimize process planning. The work in [71] develops
a parallel algorithm to achieve highly eﬀicient service decomposition and optimal selection. However, most of
these studies focus on strategical problems in manufacturing e.g., job scheduling and service optimization. In
pervasive IoT, parallel algorithms are mapped on FPGA to obtain minimal power consumption [72][73], while
others use data parallelization to reduce the device overload [74]. However, most of the work on improving the
resources of IoT devices is done at the hardware level only.
Table 2.1 presents the classification of recent studies and related information in data management for
pervasive IoT.
3. Proposed Data Management Framework. In pervasive applications of IoT, the resource utilization
should be optimized because of resource constraints, as such, the algorithms and protocols used in the data
management framework should be designed accordingly. In resource-constrained nodes, there are restrictions
on the use of data processing algorithms due to resource overheads. To reduce this overloading on IoT nodes, we
propose a data management framework that implements any lightweight algorithm with low resource overheads.
The framework uses the concept of data parallelization on multiple nodes for minimizing the overloading on the
individual IoT node in IoT networks. For the implementation of a lightweight algorithm in such a scenario, the
Tiny Encryption Algorithm is used. The TEA is a lightweight cryptographic algorithm and due to its simplicity
of description and implementation, the algorithm is more suited for the resource-constrained IoT scenario.
Since, for the implementation and evaluation purposes, we have used a data security algorithm to test the
proposed framework, so the prime objectives of the proposed framework shall be security along with optimal
resource utilization. Table 3.1 highlights the various resource and security concerns of various pervasive IoT
applications.
3.1. Formulation of Proposed Framework. The proposed data management framework applies to
homogeneous in-network processing architectures of IoT which includes distributed data-centric IoT architec-
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Table 2.1
Classification of Recent Studies and Related Information in Data Management for Pervasive IoT
IoT Data Management

Data
Aggregation
Mechanisms

Data Storage Solutions

Architecture
Solutions

based

Virtualization Techniques

Related Work

Performance
rics

Met-

Issues

Centralized data aggregation [19]

Heterogeneity,
bility

Scala-

Single point of failure

Cluster based data aggregation [16]

Energy
ciency,Security

eﬀi-

Tree based data aggregation [14]

Network
lifetime,
Throughput, Delay

High
cost

Data-centric
storage
[22], Provenance-aware
storage [23], Real time
databases [24], etc

Storage utilization

Energy Consumption
Overhead

Centralized
[27]

Solutions

Resource Management

Congestion and single
point of failure, Scalability issues

Distributed
[28]

Solutions

Bandwidth utilization,
Reduced number of
transmissions

Security
Breaches,
Excessive
energy
consumption

Service Oriented Solutions [38]
Node Level Virtualization [41, 42]

Reduced number of
transmissions
Energy, manageability
of resources and services
Dynamic network provisioning

Security Breaches

Two-Factor User Authentication Schemes
[56, 57]

Data Security

Message
Overhead

Key Management Protocols [58, 59]

Data Confidentiality

Limited
work
in
resource-constrained
IoT

Attribute-based
Encyption
Schemes
[64, 63]

Less Computation and
Communication Costs

Bandwidth Utilization

Parallel
computing
frameworks [69, 70],
Parallel algorithms on
FPGA [72]

Less Power Consumption

Limited work at software level

Network Level Virtualization [43, 44]

Lightweight
Security

Data

Data Parallelization
Approaches

Research Possibilities

High Hardware costs

With modifications
manage resources in
IoT

computational

Limited number of devices for performance
evaluation
Limited work in IoT

Limited work in IoT

Standardization
of
IoT
resource
management architecture

Exploration at the
system level
Exploration at the
system level

Exchange

Limited Work in IoT

More
attention
needed
on
data
management
at
hardware level

tures, where data processing such as encryption, data fusion, etc are done at the node level. In the proposed
framework, we consider IoT applications wherein the IoT nodes are resource-constrained and non-replaceable
after the deployment for a particular application.
3.1.1. Assumptions. Following assumptions are taken in our IoT scenario:
• An IoT scenario consists of super-master, master and slave nodes,
• Each slave node, Sin must have a unique ID, IM iid ,
• Each master node, Mi must have a unique ID, Miid ,
• Resources of slave nodes {Ei , Pi , Mi } is equivalent to that of master nodes {EM i , PM i , MM i },
• Resources of super master node {E1i , P1i , M1i } are higher than that of slave nodes {Ei , Pi , Mi } and
master nodes {EM i , PM i , MM i },
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Table 3.1
Pervasive IoT Applications: Resource and Security Perspectives

Pervasive IoT Application

Main Resource Concern

Main Security Concern

Healthcare [75]

Limited Storage, Processing, Energy
and Bandwidth

Identity of Patients, Health records of Patients,
Patient-Doctor Communication, etc

Transportation and Parking [76, 77]

Limited Storage, Processing and Bandwidth

Information of driver/Traveler, Inter-vehicular communications, Breaching Traﬀic Lights for hijacking,
etc.

Monitoring of Weather,
Environments, Waste [78,
79]

Limited Storage, Processing, Energy
and Bandwidth

Confidentiality of critical information, Integrity of
sensed data, etc.

Agriculture [80, 81]

Limited Storage, Processing, Energy
and Bandwidth

Personal details of farmers, Integrity of sensed data,
False negative and False positives lead to disastrous
results for crop, etc.

Oﬀices and Homes [82]

Limited Storage, Processing and Bandwidth

Owner Authentication, Household data, Monetary loss
due to privacy breaches in online purchases from home,
etc.

• Distance between the slave node and the master node , d(Mi to IM i ) is negligible as compared to the
distance between the master node and super master d(E1 to IM i ),
• TEA encryption is performed by slave nodes Sin ,
• Data aggregation and distribution is done by the master nodes Mi ,
• Data aggregation and decryption is done by super-master node (Edge node) E1 .
3.1.2. Proposed Algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, the data is divided into the data chunks on
the master node and is sent to the slave nodes that perform the encryption of data. After encryption of data
chunks is performed, the encrypted data chunks are then pushed to the super-master node that performs the
decryption of data.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the proposed framework aims to parallelize TEA implementation across the virtualized OS containers of neighboring slave nodes that help in mass data parallelism. The sensed and collected
data from the master node is split among N slave nodes e.g., consider a scenario with 104 blocks of 32-bit
plaintext on the master node and four slave nodes are volunteering to work for the master, then each slave
node gets 26 blocks of 32-bit plain text.
A slave node is selected based on availability quotient, A which is a function of resources such as energy
(e) and memory (m):
A = f (e, m)

(3.1)

For the encryption process, the slave nodes in the cluster run TEA in their OS containers in parallel and
simultaneously. After the encryption process on slave nodes is completed, the encrypted data is gathered from
all slave nodes to the super master. The super master node then sends an acknowledgment to the master node
on the reception of the data. As the master node receives the acknowledgment of data chunks, the cluster
vanishes, and the data is deleted from the memory of the master node and slave nodes.
For the decryption process, the super master node performs the decryption of the encrypted data chunks;
the resulted decrypted data chunks will be stored on separate OS containers of the super master node pertaining
to the master node. The pseudocode for the proposed algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
4. Experimental Setup. At the time of deployment, all the nodes start functioning and acquire sensing
data from the physical environment. It is only at the time of data dissemination to the edge, the node requires
the help of nearby nodes for the implementation of a lightweight algorithm in parallel mode. The proposed
data management framework has been tested through simulations and empirical data analysis. The simulations
are carried out in MATLAB and simulation parameters are set as shown in Table 4.1.
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Fig. 3.1. Proposed Data Management Framework for Resource Constrained IoT Environment

Algorithm 1 Proposed Algorithm
A node, i collect data over a period of time, t
Calculate the data size periodically
As the data size of the node, i reaches a maximum size of a node D
Node i acts as a master node, Mi with ID Mid
(Temporary Cluster Formation)
For each master node, Mi there is a cluster of available nearby nodes, i to act as slaves, Sin
Mi broadcasts a request for cluster formation to the nearby nodes, i
N nodes accepts the request of Mi to act as slave nodes,Si1 ,Si2 ,Si3 ,..., Sin
Sin are selected by Mi based on Availability quotient, A where:
A=f(Ei ,Mi )
Divide the data of data size, D into data chunks Di1 ,Di2 ,Di3 , ..., Din
Mi sends Di1 ,Di2 ,Di3 , ..., Din to the selected slave nodes, Si1 ,Si2 ,Si3 , ..., Sin
Each of N selected Sin implements TEA in parallel
Each of N selected Sin sends the encrypted data to the super master node, E1
Encrypted data is collected by E1 and acknowledgement is send to Mi
Cluster vanishes
Data is deleted on Mi and Si
Decryption process is performed on the E1
Encrypted data Chunks from Sin are decrypted and aggregated on the E1
Data is stored on the separate containers for each master nodes (Mi ) maintained on the super master node, E1
Table 4.1
Simulation Parameters
Parameter
Number of Slave IoT devices
Number of Master IoT devices
Number of super master device
Initial Energy of slave IoT device
Initial Energy of Master IoT device
Transmission range of a slave IoT device
Transmission range of master IoT device
Block Size
Key Size

Values
100
20
1
300 mAh
300 mAh
40 m
40 m
256
128 bits
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For the empirical data analysis, an Arduino based IoT device with sensors (air humidity, temperature, and
pressure)is used to capture data from the physical environment. The proposed framework is tested on this data
to check its suitability to map with the real-life IoT scenarios.
4.1. Performance Metrics. The comparative resource analysis is performed in terms of following metrics:
• Round: It is defined as the complete process which starts when the IoT node aggregates the data,
implements the lightweight algorithm, and pushes the data to the edge.
• Energy: The energy of a node is the difference between total energy and consumed energy in an IoT
system. To extend the network lifetime, it may be desirable to avoid routing through nodes with low
residual energy. It is calculated as:
Ei = E t − Ec

(4.1)

where Ei is the residual energy, Et is the total energy of a node, and Ec is the energy consumed in one
round.
The average energy of the IoT network, En is calculated as:
∑
En =
Ei /i
(4.2)
where i denotes the number of active IoT nodes.
Let ET EA and EP −T EA is the average energy for TEA implementation in sequential and proposed
framework respectively.
• Storage: Let Sr represents the residual storage on the node, then we have:
Sr = S t − So

(4.3)

where St is the total storage of a node and So is the occupied space on the node. Let MT EA and
MP −T EA is the measure of average storage requirements for TEA implementation on a single node in
sequential and proposed framework respectively.
• Processing Time: It is the time required to process the data in a network. Processing of data involves
activities such as sensing, storing, aggregation, offloading, etc. Let TT EA and TP −T EA is the average
processing time for TEA implementation in sequential and proposed framework respectively.
• Number of Alive Nodes versus the number of rounds: Let AT EA and AP −T EA is the number of alive
nodes in sequential and proposed framework respectively.
• Degree of improvement: Degree of improvement is referred to the percentage increase in performance
of proposed framework with respect to sequential TEA implementation.
The degree of improvement in processing time is calculated as:
DP −T EA = (TT EA TP −T EA )/TT EA

(4.4)

and the degree of improvement in storage is calculated as:
DmP −T EA = (MT EA MP −T EA )/MT EA

(4.5)

5. Results and Discussions. The proposed data management framework has been tested through simulations and empirical data analysis. The performance parameters used to evaluate the proposed framework
with respect to the sequential approach include energy, number of alive nodes, storage, and processing time.
The results are presented in the form of graphs and explanation.
Figure 5.1 represents the energy of a node during simulation (as shown by eq. 4.1 and 4.2). It is evident
from the graph that the energy consumption of a node in the proposed framework is lesser as compared to
the single node implementation of a lightweight algorithm. In the case of the sequential implementation of
a lightweight algorithm, the energy of a node gets exhausted earlier as compared to the proposed approach.
There is a 12.5% improvement in the energy of a node in the proposed framework as compared to a sequential
approach.
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Fig. 5.1. Energy versus Number of Rounds

Fig. 5.2. Number of Alive Nodes versus Number of Rounds

Because of the parallelization of data, significant energy is saved on an IoT node. Since each node contributes to the overall network lifetime, therefore, the lifetime of the network is increased. Also, in a sequential
approach, data overloading on a single node leads to the early death of the node, which can create voids in the
network, and the lifetime is further reduced. Further, there is a direct relationship between energy and network
lifetime. More is the energy of a node in the network, the longer is the network lifetime.
Figure 5.2 shows the number of alive nodes versus the number of rounds. It is evident from the graph
that the number of alive nodes in the proposed framework is more at any particular instant as compared to
the single node implementation of lightweight algorithm i.e., nodes in the proposed framework last for a longer
time. Since the proposed approach balances the energy consumption and node deaths gracefully, it results in
network stability. There is a 25% improvement in the number of alive nodes in the proposed framework as
compared to the sequential approach.
In the proposed approach, the processing in each node is divided among different nodes and it results in
fair utilization of resources in an IoT network. While in the case of a sequential approach, a particular node
is overloaded while other neighboring nodes are underutilized. This results in the formation of holes in the
network.
Figure 5.3 represents the comparison of storage used for the TEA implementation on a single node versus
on the multiple salve nodes in the proposed framework (calculated by eq. 4.3). We observed that the storage
required in sequential implementation is higher as compared to the proposed approach at a particular instant of
time. In the proposed approach, as the number of slave nodes in the cluster increases, the memory requirements
decrease by a factor of N i.e., higher the number of slave nodes in the cluster for the implementation of TEA
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Fig. 5.3. Storage for 256 Data Blocks

Fig. 5.4. Storage versus Number of Slave Nodes

Fig. 5.5. Degree of Improvement in Storage versus Data Blocks

in parallel mode, the lesser the memory requirement.
Figure 5.4 shows the impact of the number of slaves on the storage in the proposed framework for 4160
blocks of 32-bit data. It is observed that the storage used is further reduced if the number of slave nodes for
data processing is increased.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the degree of improvement in the storage of TEA implementation in a sequential
approach versus the proposed data management framework. It is observed that the value of the degree of
improvement in the proposed framework increases as the size of input data increases i.e. if there is huge data,
the proposed framework proves to be more advantageous in saving resources in IoT networks. There is 28.86%
to 78.61% improvement in the storage requirements of a node in the proposed framework as compared to the
sequential approach (calculated by eq. 4.4).
Figure 5.6 shows the impact of cluster size on the processing time in the proposed data management
framework for 4160 blocks of 32-bit data. It is observed that the processing time is reduced if the number of
slave nodes for data processing is increased because the data size is reduced and time to execute on the same
processor is divided by a factor N number of nodes.
Figure 5.7 shows the execution time of TEA on multiple nodes is less compared to the single node TEA
implementation due to data parallelization for processing.
Figure 5.8 illustrates the degree of improvement in the processing time of TEA implementation in sequential
versus the proposed approach. It is observed that the value of the degree of improvement in the proposed
framework increases as the size of input data increases i.e. if there is huge data, the proposed framework proves
to be more advantageous in saving the resources in IoT networks. There is 41.86% to 68.61% improvement in
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Fig. 5.7. Processing Time versus Data Blocks

Fig. 5.8. Degree of Improvement in Processing Time versus Data Blocks

processing time in the proposed framework as compared to the sequential approach (calculated by eq. 4.5).
The proposed framework is evaluated using empirical data as well. Figure 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 shows the
energy versus time, storage versus the number of slave nodes, and processing time versus the number of slave
nodes in the proposed framework as compared to the sequential approach.
It is evident from the Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 that the energy, storage and processing time requirements
on the IoT device in the proposed framework are less as compared to a sequential approach.
6. Conclusions. In most of the pervasive applications of IoT, the resources of an IoT device are constrained and due to these resource limitations, there are restrictions on the use of data processing algorithms
on an IoT node e.g. encryption and decryption of data causes an overhead of storage, processing, and energy to
the existing data on an IoT node. To reduce these resource overheads in such applications, data management is
important as data is the common factor that imposes restrictions on the use of resources. This paper proposed
a data management framework that uses the concept of data parallelization on multiple nodes for minimizing
the amount of data for processing on an individual IoT node and communication of data over longer distances.
From the comparative analysis of resources used in implementing a lightweight algorithm on the proposed
framework and in sequential mode, the simulation results showed the proposed framework is better than the
sequential one in terms of energy, storage, and processing time. Because of parallelization, the proposed
framework results in fair utilization of resources and significant saving of resources. While in the case of a
sequential approach, a particular node is overloaded while neighboring nodes are underutilized, resulting in fast
depletion of resources especially energy which creates holes in the network. There is an improvement of 12.5% in
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Fig. 5.10. Storage versus Number of Slave nodes
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energy and 25% in the number of alive nodes in the proposed framework as compared to the sequential approach.
We have observed that the storage and processing requirements of a node in the proposed framework is lesser
and as the number of slave nodes for a master node increases to N, the storage and processing requirements of
a node is decreased by a factor of N. There is 28.86% to 78.61% improvement in the storage of a node as the
size of data on the master node increases to 4000 data blocks. Also, better performance has been observed in
terms of processing time with 41.86% to 68.61% improvement in the network.
The proposed framework has been tested on the empirical data as well and it also showed improved resources
in the proposed framework as compared sequential approach, making the proposed solution suitable to map
with the real-life scenarios of pervasive IoT applications. We also conclude from the implementations that
larger the number of slave nodes for the TEA implementation, lesser the resource consumption of a node for
a particular interval of time but there has to be a limit for the division of work among the slave nodes in the
cluster, otherwise it will increase the operational cost both at the node and network level.
In this paper, we have not compared the proposed data management framework with any other framework
because the literature available for parallelization based data management frameworks for resource-constrained
IoT applications is very scarce and the ones described in data parallelization approaches are mostly designed
and implemented at hardware level only. One of the interesting future research developments of this paper lies
in comparing the proposed parallelization based data management framework at the hardware level with the
existing solutions. Also, the proposed framework can be extended to include more resource parameters and
constraints to map with the real-world IoT scenarios.
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